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Chapter 36: Big Boss 

In the blink of an eye, he killed three deacons. Their cultivation is either fourth or fifth 
level of Spirit Refinement Realm. But they are defeated so easily that everyone was 
stunned. It was too easy as if fliiping a baby’s palm. 

“Anybody else?” Yi Tianyun swing his sword taunting, then he said: “Even though i’m 
being treated unfair, and you decide to resolve this problem with violence, yet as you 
see you can’t even touch me! Now what else you got?” 

Yi Tianyun’s performance is beyond everyone’s expectations, especially when he used 
Ma Liangpeng’s move earlier. They thought Yi Tianyun learn this move from Wing Sect 

Everyone is dumbfounded including Zi Yuwei, An Ling and Qin Xue, is it just their 
imagination or Yi Tianyun is actually even stronger now? 

“You, you actually killed our three deacons, we Wind Pavilion won’t be defeated by the 
likes of you!” Liang Tiancheng is so furious, he thought three deacons, could easily 
handle him, he didn’t expect all three of them would be defeated so easily. 

“Judging by what you said just now, I take it Wind Pavilion now sees me as archenemy 
right?” Yi Tianyun’s eyes are cold, he turned a blind eye to Ma Liangpeng who call Yi 
Tianyun weak, now who’s weak? 

“Okay then, at the very least you got guts, now let me show you true power!” Liang 
Tiancheng unleash the true power of a seventh level of Spirit Refinement Realm! 

Then his name bar suddenly turned it into gold! 

Boss level characters! The previously white name bar turned gold indicating a boss 
character. 

『Quest: Kill Liang Tiancheng. 』 

『Reward: 30.000 exp, 1.000 gold, Power Belt, five times exp card (one hour). 』 

As expected of boss character, the reward from completing the quest is really tempting, 
but Yi Tianyun is even more interested in the reward for killing him rather that the quest 
reward. 

“Haha, I didn’t expect you are a boss character. I’ve been waiting for this!” 



Yi Tianyun laughed loudly and show no signs of fear. He clenched the sword and used 
Sky Cloud Step. Reactivated Crazy Mode. Now that he had a lot of Crazy Point, he’s no 
longer reluctant to use it. 

He used to think that it’s hard to use Crazy Mode due to its consumption rate. Now as 
his cultivation gets higher he changed his way of thinking. 

His speed is amazing, but Liang Tiancheng is faster! He rushed toward Tianyun with an 
upper level spirit weapon in his hand his eyes glared at him and said: “You’re so 
arrogant!” 

“Ten Thousand Sword Slash!” In the blink of an eye, it’s as if he only slash once but 
actually he slashed several times, it’s not visible to naked eye. 

“Wind Chasing Sword!” Yi Tianyun yell and counterattack. 

“Clang!” When they clashed head on, Yi Tianyun’s technique was defeated and due to 
the difference in power between them, Yi Tianyun is only 5th level of Spirit Refinement 
Realm, meanwhile Liang Tiancheng is 7th level of Spirit Refinement Realm. 

“Die!” 

Liang Tiancheng yelled, he no longer tried to capture Yi Tianyun, all he wanted now is 
to kill him! Trying to fend off Liang Tiancheng attack, Yi Tianyun move forward and 
block with his sword. 

“Dangdang!” 

Yi Tianyun who was forced on defensive can’t hold too long, even though Liang 
Tiancheng’s sword didn’t pierce him, he managed to send Yi Tianyun flying along with 
the sword. 

Yi Tianyun who was sent flying is forced to use his palm to hold his position. If he didn’t 
hold the attack just now with his sword he would’ve lost his hand. 

“Junior Brother!” 

Qin Xue, seeing Yi Tianyun in a pinch wanted to help him, Yi Tianyun immediately 
shouted: “Stop! I am no longer a disciple of Jade Palace! I don’t want to drag Jade 
Palace, so please don’t intervene!” 

Qin Xue stopped, she hesitated. She’s not as strong and caring as Shi Xueyun toward 
Yi Tianyun, they are not that close to begin with that’s why she hesitated. 

“Now you have no weapons, still no intention to surrender?” Liang Tiancheng 
immediately kicked away the sword so Yi Tianyun can’t reach it. 



“Who said that I have no weapons?” Yi Tianyun equipped the Frost Fist, this is time to 
get serious, then took double exp pill! 

He knew exp reward will be a lot so he won’t waste this opportunity. 

“Is this a gauntlet?” Liang Tiancheng saw it, and immediately sneered: “You’re gonna 
fight me with that? Well, don’t expect me to hold back just because you use such stupid 
weapn, don’t expect to die with your whole body intact!” then he used Ten Thousand 
Sword Slash, if this lands Yi Tianyun will absolutely die. 

“Frost Aura!” 

Yi Tianyun smiles, he knews this Crazy Point he spent will mark his victory. Within a 
hundred meters everyone was frozen in an instant. Liang Tiancheng who rushed toward 
Yi Tianyun is not an exception! 

In an instant, Yi Tianyun rushed over, grabbed Liang Tiancheng’s arm with his hands, 
and use Absorbing Stars Great Technique. He sucked Liang Tiancheng spiritual energy 
and earn exp at the same time! 

『Get 500 exp, 460 exp, 570 exp, 630 exp… 』 

In the blink of an eye he already absorbed tens of thousands of exp. Liang Tiancheng, 
who can’t move is going crazy because of this. 

Especially when he felt the spiritual power in his body is being absorbed, he’s even 
angrier. 

“Leica!” At this time, a layer of ice that froze him began to crack, apparently because 
Liang Tiancheng’s cultivation is really high, Yi Tianyun can’t freeze him for too long. 

“It seems that this is the limit…” 

Yi Tianyun slammed his fist at his chest and knock him down. “Bang!” Liang Tiancheng 
was sent flying and scream from pain. He vomited blood and was seriously injured! 

?Chapter 37: Chasing 

Liang Tiancheng was sent flying so easily. Everyone was stunned. They didn’t know 
what just happened. Liang Tiancheng was frozen solid. He can’t do a thing and let Yi 
Tianyun attack. Since everyone else are a hundred meters away, they are naturally not 
affected by the frozen effect. 

“This, how is this possible…” Liang Tiancheng was shaken by the punch, his chest was 
sunken by the impact of the punch. It’s clear he is on his death door. 



“Nothing is impossible, you are too weak!” Yi Tianyun waved his fist, and look at Liang 
Tiangchen with no emotion displayed in his cold eyes. 

In front of Yi Tianyun’s fists Liang Tiancheng’s eyes are full of fear, and he panicly 
shouted: “Spare me, I, I will make sure Wind Sect no longer pursue you…” 

“What a trash!” 

Yi Tianyun slammed down his fist to the ground, scared the hell out of Liang Tiancheng 
and he screamed in terror. 

“Quick, someone, save me!” Liang Tiancheng shouted, the problem is, can anybody 
save him? No one in the vicinity have enough cultivation to save him, the deacons are 
dead, and the rest are some guards who already lost their will to fight, even if they want 
to rescue him, all they do is only increase the pile of corpse. 

Luck Aura activate! 

“Bang!” 

Yi Tianyun punched Liang Tiancheng and he bursted on the spot! Even if he is two 
levels higher than Yi Tianyun, he still lose, cultivation is sometimes not a key factor, but 
another comprehensive factor that could be a key is a weapon with extraordinary effect, 
or better skill. 

『Ding, successful killing Liang Tiancheng, gaining 80.000 exp, 5.000 gold, Power 

Bracelet, Power Ring, Martial Arts Ten Thousand Sword Slash, Wind Blade, 700 Crazy 

Points!』 

『Quest Completed: Kill Liang Tiancheng.』 

『Reward: 30.000 exp, 10.000 gold, Power Belt, 5x exp card (one hour).』 

『Ding, congratulations to the player ‘Yi Tianyun’, successfully brokethrough to sixth 

level of Spirit Refinement Realm.』 

The rewards are just crazy, the exp reward ?even get as high as 110,000. Immediately 
making him brokethrough the next level. This is really a refreshing and game-changing 
upgrade for Yi Tianyun, this is thanks to double exp pill that he can gain that much exp. 

“Hmm most of the reward has “power” in it, let’s see…” 

He checked the three items he got in the inventory, they’re an accesories set. That has 
a certain effect to them. 



Power Bracelet Effect: Enhance your strength by 20%. 

Power Ring Effect: Increases your strength by 10%. 

Power Belt Effect: Enhance your strength by 20%. 

“These three items increase strength attribute, this mean his power upgraded by 50%? 
Doesn’t this mean that the power is raised by half?” Yi Tianyun is speechless. This is a 
good thing, assuming that the effect is constant. If he has the power to lift thousand 
pounds, if equipped with the set, he can lift up to 1,500 pounds! 

In addition, he also got the martial arts Ten Thousand Sword Slash, but this skill cannot 
be leveled up, including these power set accesories, all cannot be leveled up! Seems 
like the only upgradable item so far is from lottery. 

Wind Blade that he just got cannot be upgraded too, but the effect is amazing, when 
attacking, there is a chance to release a bolt of lightning after hitting the enemy and can 
slow down the opponent. 

When he thought that this is the end of the surprise, he heard everyone gasped upon 
seeing Liang Tiancheng’s condition. Unexpectedly, The Pavilion Lord of the Wind 
Building along with his deacon, were slaughtered by Yi Tianyun. The blood spreads 
around, flowing to the river, some even flow into neaby spectator. 

“How can this kid be this powerful?” Zi Yuwei is dumbfounded, she thought the fight 
would totally go to Liang Tiancheng’s favor, she did not expect Liang Tiancheng would 
be killed this easily. 

“He is too powerful. Cultivation of the Pavilion Lord Liang is at least 7th level of Spirit 
Refinement Realm. How can he be killed so easily?” An Ling said, they were all 
shocked, according to the latest informtion Yi Tianyun is only at 1st level of Spirit 
Refinement Realm, then how read original translation on systemtranslation.home.blog 
can he defeat a higher level opponent if this information is accurate? 

In fact, their assumption is not wrong, but that’s only accurate up to the moment Yi 
Tianyun enter the city for the first time. Now he is not first level of Spirit Refinement 
Realm, but sixth level of Spirit Refinement Realm! 

“Young Master Yi, you must get out now, quickly! If you don’t leave now, reinforcement 
will come, then you won’t be able to escape!” Zi Yuwei said to warn Yi Tianyun. 

Yi Tianyun was stunned, and immediately smiled, quickly pull off the storage ring on his 
hand and threw it to An Ling. “Sisters, bring it back to Jade Palace… This is my fight, 
stay out of this. I will come back by myself! Go back and talk to Palace Lord… Don’t 
worry about me! And please help Jiu Lingyun.” 



After he finished, he ran out of the city, he knew this. He killed Pavilion Lord of Wind 
Pavilion. The so-called Wind Sect is even more powerful than Wind Pavilion, 
considering what he did, there will be a lot of strong people coming to get him! 

Around 9th level of Spirit Refinement Realm or maybe even elders with Core 
Condensate Realm will be dispatched. With his current cultivation, he won’t be able to 
hold his ground against them. If he return to Jade Palace, Shi Xueyun will definitely 
protect him no matter what, even at the cost of Jade Palace. 

“Junior Brother!” An Ling, their eyes are red, but they have no choice but to hold the 
storage ring and prepare to go back and report the situation to Shi Xueyun. 

When they were about to leave, a frightening read original translation on 
systemtranslation.home.blog presence was seen from a distance, and shouted: “The 
kid, chase him!” The old man who rushed over, exerting a powerful aura, at least 
already at the peak of spirit refinement realm if not higher! 

The murderous intent raises into the sky, like a demon, he chases after Yi Tianyun with 
a demon-like speed, closing the gap between them. 

“This, this is the deacon of Wind Sect!” 

“It seems there is a deacon from Wind Sect stationed in the city. But for some reason, 
they did not come and help…” 

“This kid, he messed with Wind Sect, how is he still alive and how did he escape?” 

This is the peak level of Spirit Refinement Realm, which is much stronger than everyone 
else that Yi Tianyun Fought before. It can be distinguished from the aura around him. 
It’s different from the opponent he faced so far. 

“Junior Brother, run away!” An Ling shouted, they prayed in their hearts, they only hope 
that Yi Tianyun can escape! 

Many people think that Yi Tianyun can’t create a miracle anymore. Earlier, the 
difference is not that big. But this is a different story. How can he deal with someone far 
above his level? 

In the distance, Yi Tianyun felt the strong murderous aura behind him. His eyes glanced 
at the snow wolf boots at his foot and activating its effect, raising the speed to the 
extreme, and rushing out like a gust of wind. 

His heart has always been calm, even though facing such adversaries. 

Is he desperate? Maybe, but for sure he doesn’t feel despair. In the face of this powerful 
deacon, his eyes are still full of hope! 



Chapter 38: Crazy 

Deacon Fu cultivation is at the peak level of Spirit Refinement Realm, which is four 
levels higher than Yi Tianyun. Therefore, fighting him head on is undoubtedly very 
difficult. From the perspective of the aura and cultivation alone, the difference between 
them is really too big. 

“Good, I didn’t expect to encounter another boss right after killing a boss. Rewards from 
killing definitely will be good!”When he saw the name of Deacon Fu was golden, his 
heart was filled in excitement, but he knows that with his current power, the fight would 
not be easy. If he really fight the Deacon know, there could be a life threatening 
situation happened. He only has one life, would he dare to fight knowing the 
consequences? 

Even though he has the effect of Frost Fist, but its level has not improved, it is 
impossible to freeze this Deacon Fu for too long. Before that, he can’t even freeze Liang 
Tiancheng that long, duration must be shorter. 

Although the effect of Frost Fist is powerful, that does not mean that it is invincible. If the 
grade is too low, it will not be able to maintain the effect for too long. Yi Tianyun comes 
to realization that he needs to upgrade this frost fist quickly. 

“Should i fight?” Yi Tianyun squinted, constantly thinking, whether to fight Deacon Fu or 
not, their gap is big, but that does not mean he has no chance to win. 

In order to avoid the pursuit of Deacon Fu, he shuttled between the houses, so that he 
could continue to pertain the distance between them. However, Deacon Fu is filled with 
wrath. His disciple was died, he has a great responsibility to avenge him. 

“I didn’t expect this event to happen. I was too negligent, damn!” 

Fu was very angry. He was originally a guest at the city. When he came back, he heard 
that Ma Liangpeng is dead! He immediately went after Yi Tianyun, because of his 
emotion, his power is fuming out of control. He completely set his focus on Yi Tianyun, 
he certainly wouldn’t let Yi Tianyun out of his sight. 

Because Yi Tianyun keep running between the houses, fu began to feel annoyed. 

“You can hide, but you can’t run from me!” Fu’s demeanor was cold, as long as Yi 
Tianyun didn’t get to far away, he definitely will find him. 

But when he continued his chase, after a corner, suddenly he lost Yi Tianyun’s 
presence! 

“What happened!” Deacon Fu was shocked. 



Just in a turn, suddenly he can’t feel Yi Tianyun’s presence, he disappeared out of thin 
air, without a trace! 

He quickly chase him to the last place he sense Yi Tianyun and rummages through the 
area. He couldn’t see any trace of Yi Tianyun, he completely disappeared. 

“Cheap trick!” Deacon Fu vent his anger on the house beside him, the house collapsed 
from his punch, fortunately there is no one inside, or they will be crushed to death. He 
was so angry that his eyes turned red when he looked around: “Kid, I know you are 
definitely around here, here is what i can do! Jade Palace! I remember you are from the 
Jade Palace, I’ll go and grab the woman disciple there one by one and either kill them 
or hand them to other disciple to have some fun, you can stay here and regret what you 
did later!” 

Yi Tianyun hiding in the dark using his stealth skill, his eyes are cold, This is the thing 
he can’t stand the most in his life, the ones he cared for is threatened! If An Ling and 
Qin Xue are both got caught because of him, then he will never forgive himself! 

“You really leave me no choice, garbage of Wing Sect!” 

Crazy Mode activated! Equip a Power Bracelet, Power Ring and Power Belt! 

“Successfully activate the set attribute, the bonus effect is 50%!” After 50% of the 
bonus, the overall buff is equal to 100%, which is equal to the power doubled. But this is 
not over. He took out the power drug from his inventory, and stuffed it into his mouth. 
His strength quickly doubled again! And with the Crazy Mode activated the pill 
consumed got its effect doubled under activated Crazy Mode! 

After all of that, his overall strength got strengthened six times! 

He can feel it, his blood boiled, his power was brought to the extreme, and his whole 
body is like stretched out and he felt stronger than ever! 

“Hey!” 

Suddenly a figure stand behind Deacon Fu, it is Yi Tianyun. He hid behind the Deacon 
Fu, a scarlet dagger in his hand, in a position to stab Deacon Fu in the chest, everything 
was silent. However, compared to the color of scarlet dagger, Yi Tianyun’s eyes emitted 
a redder aura completely full of anger! 

What he hates the most is when someone threaten his loved ones. In this case, even if 
it means putting his life on the line, he definitely will make Deacon Fu go back on his 
words! 



Deacon Fu immediately felt a killing intent coming from behind, and he immediately try 
to evade to the side quickly, but still did not make it in time, he was grazed by the 
scarlet dagger. 

“Hey!” 

The scarlet dagger only pierced an inch of Fu body. Yi Tianyun didn’t expect this 
deacon to wear a thin soft armor, he failed to deal the finishing blow to Deacon Fu. 
Even so he still able to injure Deacon Fu a bit! 

“ARGGGGH!” The severe pain, let Deacon Fu roar, he hastily grab a sword on his side, 
and immediately try to slash Yi Tianyun! 

Yi Tianyun did not try to evade, his eyes were full of anger, and his body suddenly 
flashed brightly. 

God armor effect, activated! 

A sound of force field clashed filling the air around them 

Yi Tianyun took the attack head on and then was sent flying by the impact, but not only 
Yi Tianyun, Fu was also sent flying and his hand almost broke due to the reflection 
effect! 

Yi Tianyun’s situation is equally painful, he felt that his internal organs are jumbled, and 
suffered a slight external injury. However, he quickly took the next three health potion 
that he got from earlier to restore his health, the effect immediately visible, his injury 
recovered in the blink of an eye. “the third potion is almost a waste, because the effect 
is doubled under Crazy Mode, this is amazing” 

Yi Tianyun did not let his guard down, he did not expect to kill this deacon even though 
he has a six fold enhancement buff. Deacon Fu’s strength unbelievable, and he has a 
top-level equipment. Even with this fact Yi Tianyun still did not receive an attack from 
Fu. 

Then, he once again use his sneak skill, and disappear from plain sight. There is 
basically no cooldown time for his sneak skills. Unless the other person have an 
excellent sensing technique or having a better sneak skill, other can’t easily sense him. 

Deacon Fu can sense him, but only when he is close. 

“Damn you!” Deacon Fu felt that his hand almost broke off. The reflection effect just 
made his arm almost broken. Even now, even if his arm is not broken, he definitely 
would be cautious to attack Yi Tianyun again. 



He quickly took out his potion, stuffed it into his mouth and recovered a little. Looking at 
his surroundings, but he saw no one. He’s already used to this sneak skill, but only 
when Yi Tianyun is close that he was able to sense him. he couldn’t sense him if he’s 
too far away. 

At this point, he was overwhelmed with a little bit of fear, he didn’t expect a kid, to be 
this strong! 

Chapter 39: Strikes To Kill 

“Kid, stop hiding, sneaky little brat, I’ll kill you!” 

Deacon Fu took the sword, screamed while swinging the sword randomly like a mad 
man because he can’t sense Yi Tianyun’s presence, but none of them hit Yi Tianyun, 
instead it pierces the houses around full of holes and cause them to collapse one by 
one. 

When he was rampaging, a spectral figure emerged from behind him, like a god of 
death, stabbed Fu. 

But Deacon Fu saw this coming and deflect it with the sword, his reaction time is even 
faster than Yi Tianyun’s attack! 

This is what happened if the gap in cultivation is too big. Even though Yi Tianyun six 
times more powerful, he won’t be able to close this gap. The difference between them is 
four levels. Six-fold buff is simply not enough. It takes at least ten times buff to make 
him stand on the same ground. 

“Shadow cloak equip! Activate effect!” A black suit wrapped from the air, it gave no 
defensive power whatsoever, it’s unbelievably thin, but the effect is amazing – 
Invulnerability for five seconds! 

For powerful cultivators, there’s a lot one can do in mere 5 seconds, even striking 20 
times is not a problem. However, this shadow cloak, there is cooldown time, it takes a 
day before the next usage, Yi Tianyun decide this is the decisive moment to use it. 

“Die!” 

Yi Tianyun screamed, he took out scarlet dagger and rush forward. Now that he’s 
invulnerable and doesn’t need to worry about Fu’s attack, all he needs it to land an 
attack! 

“Clang!” 



He managed to stab Yi Tianyun, he finally landed a decisive blow, but something is 
weird, it’s as if there’s no impact when he stab Yi Tianyun, it’s as if he stab into thin air, 
that’s because Yi Tianyun is invulnerable! 

Yi Tianyun’s dagger is only a few inches from reaching Fu, he aimed for Fu’s neck. 

Deacon Fu knew Yi Tianyun is after his neck, and he quickly dodge it with unbelievable 
speed. 

Failing to land a hit, Yi Tianyun didn’t give up, he strikes once again! 

“Jleeb!” 

He managed to stab Deacon Fu, but due to his leather armor it’s shallow. But still 
manage to broke his ribs and cause severe bleeding! 

Deacon Fu sense he’s in danger and quickly run away. Then his mouth was already 
overflowing with blood, and his body is torn apart. If he’s a normal human, he would’ve 
died of blood loss. 

However, Yi Tianyun anticipated this and went after him, and stabbed him again, like a 
ghost, persistently sticks close to him! He stopped aiming for Fu’s neck. He can’t be too 
greedy due to their cultivation gap. His speed was much slower than Deacon Fu. Aiming 
specific point like that has higher chance of failure, his attack earlier is the proof. 

Therefore, he is simply slashing him anywhere possible, even if he couldn’t pierced the 
armor, using such monstrous power, Fu can be seriously injured! 

“What a joke, down you go!” Deacon Fu screamed, a jade box appeared in his hand, 
suddenly opened, the next moment, countless thorns emerged, stabbing Yi Tianyun, but 
thanks to the effect of shadow cloak Yi Tianyun is safe! 

Deacon Fu was shocked. He didn’t expect his trump card has no effect on Yi Tianyun! 

“Die, old geezer!” Yi Tianyun screamed, his dagger almost pierce Fu’s back! 

“Get away from me!” 

Deacon Fu screamed and tried to deflect it again with his sword, but this time his speed 
was slower. Immediately, he felt a cold, sharp dagger piercing his back. 

After stabbing, Yi Tianyun quickly hid and observe the situation. 

“How can you pierce through my leather armor…” Deacon Fu looked at him 
incredulously. The toxin spread quickly throughout body, and he was paralyzed, unable 
to move a single muscle. He can’t even hold his sword. 



“You really think that armor of yours can withstand my attack? I don’t think so after that 
many strike” Yi Tianyun now equipped his Frost fist, and his eyes are full of killing intent. 

“Kill me, but Wing Sect will definitely be after you!” Deacon Fu fell to the ground, he 
can’t not even stand now. 

“Do not worry, after I get stronger, I will personally pay your sect a visit!” Yi Tianyun’s 
eyes are cold. 

Immediately, he activated both Crazy Mode and Luck Aura, to earn maximum rewards! 

Then he punched Deacon Fu, and Deacon Fu could only watch it, unable to evade nor 
block the attack. 

“Buggh!” A heavy punch was slammed on Deacon Fu’s face and finished him off once 
and for all. 

『Ding, host killed Fu Yusheng, earned 100.000 exp, 5.000 gold, Torrential Pear 

Blossom Needle (limited to one use), 1.000 Crazy Point!』 

『Ding, successfully brokethrough to Seventh Level Spirit Refinement!』 

『Ding, successfully kills boss gets special rewards to increase one level and one free 

lucky draw chance!』 

『Ding, successfully leveled up to Eighth Level Spirit Refinement!』 

Yi Tianyun is speechless, he instantly leveled up by two levels, but what also surprises 
him is the reward, he got a lot more and much better reward when he killed Liang 
Tiancheng, but why killing Deacon Fu barely gave him any? he assumed that when 
killing somebody with a really big gap in cultivation the system doesn’t give him 
extraordinary rewards. 

“There is too little rewards, Torrential Pear Blossom Needle? What is this?” 

Yi Tianyun checked Torrential Pear Blossom Needle’s description, and was speechless. 

Torrential Pear Blossom Needle’s effect: within 100 meters, everyone with the 
cultivation Spirit Refinement Realm or below will instantly die! 

“This is insane, everyone with Spirit Refinement Realm or below will instantly die. 
Unfortunately, it can only be used once, but this can kill a massive amount of people. 
Now I don’t need to be wary of numbers ” 



Although there aren’t that many rewards, but Torrential Pear Blossom Needle is 
exceptionally good, but if there’s an enemy at Core Condensation Realm, that item will 
be useless. 

Chapter 40: Appraisal Eye 

After killing the deacon, Yi Tianyun quickly escaped outside the city. Although he 
managed to kill the deacon, reinforcement will eventually come and they are bound to 
be stronger. If Core Condensation cultivator come, things may get difficult for him. 

Reward from killing them sure is tempting, but in his current condition, he won’t win 
against Core Condensation cultivator. 

“I need to retreat first!” 

Yi Tianyun quickly withdrew, and after rushing out of the city, he quickly summon the 
snow wolf king. After the huge snow wolf was summoned, he quickly rides it up and flee 
to the forest in the distance. 

Looking at the snow wolf under him, unfortunately this snow wolf is only Eighth Level 
Body Refinements, otherwise it can become a powerful helper. In fact, this snow wolf 
can still be leveled up, but to level it up what’s necessary is not experience, nor is it to 
feed the medicinal herbs, but to feed it Crazy Point! 

As long as he fed a certain amount of Crazy Point, it can be leveled up and become a 
powerful helper. Crazy point used to be hard to obtain, but that’s now the case no. He 
can get a lot of Crazy Point by killing a strong cultivator, or a monster . 

Soon he found a cave to hide in. After hiding the cave entrance a little, Yi Tianyun sat 
down and exhaled: “Finally i can take a breather… let take a look at the overall 
situation.” 

Player: Yi Tianyun 

Level: 18 (Eighth Level Spirit Refinement) 

Experience Point: 17580 / 130000 

Crazy Point: 3698 

Prestige Point: 15 

Cultivation Technique: Dark North Divine 

Martial Arts: Absorbing Stars Great Technique, Eagle Claw, Falling Feather Sword, 
Floating Cloud Steps, Sky Cloud Step, Ten Thousand Swords Slash 



Divine Ability: Crazy Mode and Luck Aura 

Weapon: Frost Fist and Scarlet Dagger 

Armor: Snow Wolf Battle Boots, Divine Armor and Shadow Cape 

Accessories: Forging God Hammer, Power Bracelet, Power Ring, and Power Belt 

Profession: Basic Level Runemaster, Middle Level Blacksmith, Basic Level Alchemist 
and Basic Level Formation Master 

All item: 5 Times Experience Card, 4 Recovery Medicinal Pill, Gift Pack Lv15, Lottery 
Ticket, Torrential Pear Blossom Needle. 

“I was too cautious after I was chased. I have forgotten to open the gift pack.” 

Every time he open a gift pack, he will be more excited. In these upgrade packages, 
there is nothing that is not useful. It definitely will not be a something low level, so how 
can he not be excited? 

He immediately opened the Gift Pack Lv15, and soon enough the random gift inside 
showing itself. 

『Ding, congratulations on getting Appraisal Eye, Special Lottery Mode, Ten Times 

EXP Card, Gift Pack Lv20!』 

Sure enough, there are still a lot of things he got, but it is unlikely that there will be 
something worth mentioning. This is similar to Novice Gift Pack, it is impossible to get 
some game changing reward. If he wants to get such item, he hast to grind his way 
through the quest or killing monsters. 

Gift Pack provides tools to help him according to his current level. For example, this 
time there is an additional Appraisal Eye, and there is one more chance to use lottery 
mode. 

“Appraisal Eye, hmm lest’s see…” 

Yi Tianyun investigated the item, but the information about the item is not thorough like 
he wanted it to be. 

Appraisal Eye: Ability to detect detailed data of anyone and assess the current combat 
power. 

“Well, it’s a relatively a basic tool for observing other people’s data, to knows how good 
you can fare against an opponent, which is a very good skill to have.” 



“Open!” 

After the Appraisal Eye is activated, it will not use any energy, nor will it consume Crazy 
Point, which is a good thing. When he looked up at the snow wolf, he immediately see a 
detailed data. 

Snow Wolf: at 8th Level Body Refinement. The fur is equal to common level armor. The 
claw is the strength of the common level weapon. HP is 1.000, the potential is second-
class, and combat power is 1.300. 

The data is fairly detailed, without Appraisal Eye the data shown is only basic data like 
HP. 

“Snow wolf combat power is 1.300, then how much combat power do I have?” 

Yi Tianyun investigated his own property panel, and sure enough, a combat power – 
18.570! 

This is the gap, and the snow wolf is not that weak, but it is estimated that Yi Tianyun’s 
combat power is related to his equipment. When he try to see his combat power with his 
equipment removed, his combat power only at over 9,000 points. After all, according to 
the attributes of his equipment, the power accesory set can enhance his strength 100%. 

Being able to fight in this level is completely dependent on these equipment, or a usage 
of the power pill. He can imagine that taking power pill at that time and having his 
strength multiplied 6 times, the amount of combat power he had back then must be 
amazing. 

“This use is quite useful, at least you can have the information on how much the 
opponent’s combat power is.” 

Yi Tianyun valued this data highly. For example, if he sees that the opponent’s combat 
power is more than 100.000, what can he do against such opponent, he needs to get 
away from that fight! 

“Now i need to try this special lottery thing, come on give me a lucky draw.” 

He opened the lottery roulette, and sure enough a special module pops up, but it seems 
to be a lot smaller, compared to the usual roulette. He immediately used the lottery 
roulette and it rapidly spins around. Soon the lottery roulette stopped – consumables! 

『Ding, congratulations on getting an 5.000 Exp Pill.』 

“This is too small, i got 5.000 Exp Pill?” Yi Tianyun is just so speechless, he thought that 
even if it is consumables, it won’t be that bad. 



Now that he feels that he is too naive, he gained a 5.000 Exp Pill. What is the use of this 
for him now? Not very useful! He is now at high level, and he needs more than 100.000 
exp. 5.000 exp is nothing. He would rather have one more Recovery Pill, which is better 
than getting 5.000 exp. 

“This system rate is too bad, only giving me a 5.000 Exp Pill.” Yi Tianyun sighed, and 
immediately, he realized, “I almost forgot, I have Luck Aura!” 

Can it increase system rate? It can increase luck by five times. There’s no reason to 
make this an exception 

“I don’t know, will this be effective?” Yi Tianyun thought about it, and immediately 
activated the lucky aura, which consumed a little bit crazy point per second. He 
clenched his fist and grinded his teeth and said: “Lottery!” 

『Ding, consume 1.000 Crazy Point, start the lottery!』 

Not a lot of Crazy Point left after the consumption, the roulette once again spins rapidly. 
Yi Tianyun shouted in his heart: “Divine Ability, Divine Ability!” The priority is definitely 
Divine Ability, which is the rarest thing. 

In the end, the pointers stopped on special items! 

『Ding, congratulations you obtain a Hundred Transformations Mask successfully!』 

“Hundred Transformations Mask?” Yi Tianyun is startled, what is this thing? 

 

 


